Syndetics Unbound Integrated in BOOKS IN PRINT®

Recommendations from the world of books, combined with the powerful search and discovery of the most trusted and authoritative source of bibliographic information

Fast Facts:

- Books In Print®, now featuring Syndetics Unbound, provides powerful search and discovery from the most trusted and authoritative source of bibliographic data combined with Recommendations from LibraryThing. It’s an unparalleled Reader’s Advisory tool.

- Find all of the metadata that you depend on, enriched with dynamic content and interactive discovery-driving elements.

- Compelling, interactive recommendations features add value to your collection development process, helping you find titles based on a host of enriched criteria.

- Leap from book to serendipitous discovery of titles to add to your collection.

- Reader’s Advisory from the world of books encourages collection growth and diversification.

Your First Look at Syndetics Unbound in Books In Print®:

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Your First Look at Syndetics Unbound in Books In Print®:
Professional Reviews

Horn Book Magazine

December 1, 1999

Kirkus Reviews

September 15, 1999

The Harry Potter epic (Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, p. 388; etc.) continues to gather speed as Harry enters his third year at the Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry and does battle with the traitor behind his parental deaths. Besides coping with the usual adversaries/learning classmate Draco Malfoy, excusatory-named Pottermaster (read more)

What do you think? Write your own review

This was my favourite Harry Potter book for a long time, and it still ranks right up there. The first two books were fun, but this is the point where I became emotionally involved with the series.

There’s a lot of tense stuff in here amid the usual humour of this enchanting world. Harry has to deal with his parents’ deaths in a more active way as he comes face-to-face with the man who’s (read more)

Reading Level

Publisher-Recommended: 8 Years and Up
Publisher-Recommended: From Third Grade to All Upper Grades
Lexile measure: BBOL (Information about Lexile)

Other Books at Lexile measure BBOL

Awards

New York Times bestseller
ALA Best Books for Young Adults
BBC’s Big Read
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